1. Plantation awareness and sample pocketing – 06/09/2015

Our NSS volunteers attended a programme ”Awareness on Plantation & Hands-on experience on Sapling pocketing ” on (06/09/2015, sunday) in Isha Nursery, Pudhur, Chennai. 36 volunteers attended the programme and about 2500 sapling pockets were made by our enthusiastic volunteers.
2. BEST BLOOD DONOR AWARD FUNCTION - 11/12/2015
The Function is to Appreciate and Avail Award For Velammal Engineering College For The Best Blood Donor Of the Year 2015.

3. Election voter id camp – 19/02/2016

NSS wing of Velammal engineering college has conducted the electoral services camp in our college campus. Around 721 of our college students has got benefited from this camp to actively participate in election 2016.
4. Safety campaign activity – 10/03/2016

On March 10, 2016 – Thursday, [3:45 pm-5:00pm] around 150 volunteers of Velammal Engineering College from NCC Army wing, NCC Navy wing, NSS and YRC wing conducted a safety campaign. This campaign was organized by the Safety Officers Mr.S.Samathuvamani and Mr.A.Nasardeen of Velammal New Gen Park. Our NSS Volunteers also actively participated in the “Velammal New Gen Park Safety Campaign” held at the college.

Two day Aadhar camp was held in our college campus at anna auditorium on 21.03.2016 and 22.03.2016(Monday and Tuesday). Teaching and non-teaching staff, their family members and students were actively participated in the camp and got them registered for the Aadhar card. 3 operators from the central government assisted them for registering. Totally 216 people were registered in the two day camp and made this camp a successful one.

Our 50 NSS volunteers participated in election voting awareness program conducted by ambattur election commission authority with the help of RO and Ambattur Thasildhar and Superindent corporation of chennai. Our NSS volunteers actively participated by distributing pamphlets to people and holding plug cards about ‘voting rights’.